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ABSTRACT

FLOWWARE is an interactive, graphical language to
aid in the understanding and design of digital networks.
The language is based upon the concept of flow charting.
The user specifies the register layout of the system and
the sequential operation in the form of a diagram on a
graphics terminal.

FLOWWARE makes full use of a local

minicomputer to perform editing and drawing functions,
and a remote large computer to perform translation and
simulation.

This division of labor allows the user to

build his description off-line without having the remote
computer program active.
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I.

INTRODUTION

Many languages exist which aid the user ln the
specification and design of digital networks but they
do not aid the user who is unfamiliar with the network
1n his attempt to understand the function and operation
of the network.

Flow charting of a program has been

recognized as an easy method to help in the understanding
as well as the debugging of a program.

Therefore, since

digital networks in many ways resemble a program (especially on the register transfer level), flow charting should
aid the user in the understanding of digital networks.
FLOWWARE is an interactive, graphics language which
allows the user to define a digital network in a manner
similar to flow charting.

The user can specify both the

register layout as well as the sequential behavior of
the network by using a flow chart and "drawing" the network on a graphics terminal.

Consider a simple problem

of specifying on a functional level a counter to count up
from zero to six and then back down to zero.

Figure 1 lS

an example of the flow chart necessary to describe this
system.

The elements are a three bit register COUNTER and

a control signal UP.

The blocks START and TERMINATE

specify, respectively, the beginning and end points of the
description.

The reader should recognize that figure l

represents exactly the information that the user would
specify on the graphics terminal.

Each rectangle, arrow,

2

lcoUNTER(3)

UP

(b)

:UP=l
:COUNTER= 0

:COUNTER=COUNTER .ADD. l

:COUNTER=COUNTER .SUB. l

(a)

Figure l.

An Up/Down Counter
(a) Control Flow Phase
(b) Register Layout Phase
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and diamond represents an element of the language FLOWWARE.
Figure l
the language.

also shows some of the characteristics of
It is a graphical language and hence, gives

the user a pictorial view of the network.

The user

specifies the register layout and can show the paths
available for data transfer, the control signals regulating
these transfers, and the functions which modify the data.
Also, the sequential operation of the network is shown
1n a graphical manner by a flow chart.

The language

is a means of specifying the functional behavior of a
system without regard for the technology used for hardware implementation.

FLOWWARE has been developed with

the understanding that such problems as races, hazards,
interconnection layouts, and fault analysis are not to
be solved with this system.

Its ma1n purpose is to aid

understanding but it can also be used in the initial
phases of design when ideas are at the block diagram and
functional level.
To assist the user, FLOWWARE 1s interactive and
allows simulation of a design.

The interactive nature

permits the user to obtain his results immediately from
a simulation run.
network.

Simulation helps a user understand a

He can change inputs and control signals to see

what effect they have on the network outputs.

The user

can modify the network, if he so desires, and resimulate
it.

In other words, the user interacts with a network

to understand it or to verify its operational correctness.

4

The remaining chapters of this dissertation are
divided into four topics.

Chapter II will present a

brief review of existing design languages.

Chapter III

will describe the elements and commands of FLOWWARE as
implemented on the computer system at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.

Chapter IV will present a brief discus-

sion on the computer system and program implementation.
Chapter V will present examples of the use of FLOWWARE.
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II.

REGISTER TRANSFER LANGUAGES

Breuer [1] has made an extensive review of existing
digital design languages at the various levels of design
(He has 356 references.).
five levels:

He divides the languages into

the system level, the register transfer

level, the logic level, the gate level, and the circuits
level.

At each level, various languages exist to des-

cribe a system.

Bell and Newell [2,3] divide the field

into four basic levels:

the PMS level, the programming

level, the logic design level, and the circuit level.
The logic design level is divided into two sublevels:
the switching circuits sublevel which includes both
combinational and sequential circuits, and the register
transfer sublevel.

As can be seen, both divisions have

common characteristics, and in particular they both
have a register transfer level.

FLOWWARE is classified

as a register transfer language.
Since understanding of the operation of a digital
network is the main purpose of FLOWWARE, the register
transfer level, since it is an intermediate level, is
best suited for this purpose.

The higher levels (the

system, PMS, or programming levels) describe the system
in general terms.

For example, the PMS language [2,3]

describes a computer system by specifying the core size
and speed, the I/0 devices with their external characteristics such as speed, and the CPU external character-
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istics.

From these languages the user can describe the

external characteristics but nothing 1s said about how
these characteristics are produced.

In order to under-

stand how a computer operates, for example, this level
of design is too high and not detailed enough.
other extreme is the gate or circuits level.

The
At these

levels the internal operation of a computer can be
described but the operation of every component in the
computer must be specified.

It can become a tedious

and time consuming job to understand how each and every
component operates.

This causes the user to become so

involved with details that he loses sight of the overall
picture.

At the register transfer level, it is assumed

that the basic operation of certain components is known
and the system is described in terms of these building
blocks.

Hence, the register transfer level provides

the user with the right amount of detail so that he can
understand the network.
Some of the basic components of a register transfer
language include registers, controls, memories, decoders,
and function blocks which are interconnected to form a
digital network.

There are essentially two concepts

necessary to describe a network using a register transfer language.

The user must describe the movement, or

transfer, of data between registers and the user must
describe the signals necessary to control this transfer.

The former case will be referred to as the data
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flow phase, and the latter will be the control flow
phase.

The latter phase is called the control flow phase

because, in a manner similar to the movement of data
from point to point, control information also changes
value or flows in a time frame to specify the data operations to take place.
Several languages [2-15] have been specified at the
register transfer level.

Iverson's notation [4-6] is

a general problem solving language but it has been used
to describe IBM's System/360 [16], and hence can be used
as a register transfer language.

Rouse [17], Crall [15],

and Darringer [14] have made excellent comparisons
among most of these languages.
these languages is readability.

The major problem with
For example, Iverson [4-6]

uses a complex set of symbols which the user must learn
before he can attempt to understand a description.
Digital Design Language [8,9] uses more conventional
symbols but the multi-level capability and the use of
periods to denote level changes makes a description
difficult to follow.

Chu's Computer Design Language(CDL)

[10] and Crall's IDDAP [15] are a little easier to follow
but the exact sequence of operations is somewhat obscured.

In general, it may take the user a large amount

of time to see the function of the network.

In fact

he may have trouble seeing what registers can transfer
data to what other registers.

In these languages, it

is very difficult for a person who has never seen a
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particular design to understand the operation of the
network.

Often these languages may obscure the purpose

of control signals because it is difficult to see the
relationship between the operations a signal controls
when these operations are spread throughout the description.

Parallel operations are also difficult to understand

with these languages because statements appear in sequential order and the user may be forced to read two or more
sections of the description at the same time to see the
parallel operations.

Sometimes it is difficult to

follow the exact sequence of operations.

Finally it 1s

necessary to declare registers, memories, et cetera in
existing languages.

This can be a tedious job and it

offers no information as to the interconnection or purpose of the elements.

The graphical nature of FLOWWARE

is used to overcome the problems of text oriented input
languages.

A pictorial layout of the register connec-

tions presents the user with a great amount of information.
Presenting the sequence of operations in the form of a
flow chart also gives the user a better chance to see
the overall function as well as the internal operation
of the network.
Some other systems based upon a graphical input
have been proposed by Rouse [17] and Bell, et al.

[18,19]

but, to this date, they have not been implemented on a
computer.

Also Digital Equipment Corporation has a

modular computer, the PDP-16, whose functions can be
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specified by the purchaser through a special purpose
language called CHARTWARE [20].

Another language, which

is not graphical but is interactive, has been developed
by Brame and Ramamoorthy [21] for the purpose of describing small computers.
FLOWWARE is an interactive, graphics language which
has been implemented on the computer system at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.

Basically the computers

used by FLOWWARE are the IBM/360 model 50 which is the
ma1n computer and a NOVA 800 which is a minicomputer.
(See chapter IV for more details.)

The IBM/360 program

makes use of the IDDAP system written by Crall [15].
Essentially, a preprocessor to handle the graphics
information was added to IDDAP.

There were several

reasons for using IDDAP, one of which was that IDDAP is
already an interactive system.

Also IDDAP has a simulator

to allow the description, which is specified in a CDL
like format [10], to be simulated.

This was considered

important because it makes it easier to verify that the
system is working correctly, and also, as already mentioned, a simulator is useful in understanding the operation of a network.
of text input.

Finally IDDAP handles translation

In spite of the graphics nature of

FLOWWARE, it is necessary to describe some operations
by register transfer statements.

Hence in order to

concentrate on the graphics portion, rather than a
simulator and text translator, a preprocessor was added
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to IDDAP.

The major purpose of the preprocessor 1s to

interconnect the graphical elements in the correct manner
as specified by the user.
Often, when a person is describing a digital network
informally, he draws a register layout to g1ve an overall
view of the system.

Then he inserts the control signals

and explains the sequential operation of the network.
FLOWWARE formalizes this process.
user from drawing the elements.
specify the register layout.

FLOWWARE relieves the
It forces the user to

It allows the user to use

a graphical input in the form of a flow chart to specify
sequential operations.

The exact procedure and elements

to perform these functions will now be explained.
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III.

FLOWWARE ELEMENTS AND COMMANDS

This chapter presents the elements and commands
of FLOWWARE.
Phase one

lS

FLOWWARE has two description phases.
the register layout or information flow phase

which serves to define the various components and show
how they are interconnected.

This phase is similar to

the variable declaration statements of most languages
but has the advantage of giving a pictorial view of the
system.

Phase two is the control flow phase.

This phase

makes use of the definitions in phase one to describe
the data and control flow of the system by specifying a
flow chart.

The flow chart gives the sequence in which

functions and decisions are activated along with the
control signals regulating the events.
In order to describe the elements and how they are
related to the T4002 Tektronix Graphic Computer Terminal
[22,23], which is the major input device for both text
and graphics data, it is necessary to define some terms.
The graphics terminal has two cursors:

the alpha cursor

which appears on the screen as two squares as shown in
figure 2(a), and the graphics cursor which appears as
two cross hairs extending the length and width of the
screen intersecting at right angles as shown in figure 2(b).
The computer can position the alpha cursor but not the
graphics cursor.

The graphics cursor is positioned by

the hand movement of a joystick.

Data input is signalled

12

Screen
Boundaries

+ *
(b)

(a)

Figure 2.

(c)

(d)

(e)

Cursor Representations
(a) Alpha Cursor
(b) Graphics Cursor
(c) Representation of Graphics Cursor
(d) Minor Defining Point
(e) Coincidence of Major Defining Point
and Next Known Point

by typing any character.

This character, called the

header character, is transmitted to the computer along
with the current X and Y position of the cursor and
followed by a termination character(EOT).

The alpha

cursor can also be moved by pressing special buttons of
the terminal keyboard.

The current position of either

cursor can be read by the computer by issuing the appropriate commands.

For FLOWWARE, only the graphics cursor

is used for input.

The following notation will be used

to denote the position of the cursors on a diagram.

Two

intersecting lines (figure 2(c)) will represent the
position of the graphics cursor.

Two squares (figure 2(a))

will denote the position of the alpha cursor.
Elements will be defined by positioning the graphics
cursor at the major defining point and typing the appropriate command.

The major defining point is that graphics

point which denotes the position at which the element is
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to be drawn by the computer.

The graphics cursor (figure

2(c)) denotes the major defining point.

Some elements

have a minor defining point because two points are necessary to define that element; for example, a line.

In

all cases the minor defining point will be a previously
defined point, and will be denoted by an asterisk (figure
2(d)) in the following diagrams.

The alpha cursor will

denote the position known by the computer after the element is drawn.

In most cases, this position will be the

next major or minor defining point.

In some cases the ma-

jor defining point and the next point known by the computer are the same point.

Figure 2(e) represents this case.

Braces [] will be used to denote optional information.
When an option is not used, default conditions apply and
the exact conditions depend upon the element type.

However,

in many cases a default name is specified and to reference
the element the default must be used.

The default name will

appear within the element when the element is defined.

The

default name will not be shown in any of the figures.
Items, such as names and comments, which are replaced by
specific names and specific comments will be typed in itallcs.

Control characters will be specified by giving the

ASCII abbreviations in italics and underlined; for example,
back space will be denoted as BS.

Table I presents the ele-

ments and commands as well as a brief description of their
purpose.

In the table and the following figures, elements

will be drawn the same size as the computer response.
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TABLE I.

ELEMENTS AND COMMANDS (a) EITHER PHASE

Command

Meaning

Computer Response

T

Define Text

00001
(if no-text previously
defined)
or
line number and text
(if text previously
defined)

X

Transfer(Xfer) to next
window

draws next window

N

Go to New phase

draws window 1n new phase

z
w

Delete element

none

RedraW current Window

current window, without
any error messages, is
redrawn

A

Go to direct commun1ca- prints word WAIT
tion mode

v

Reinitialize

first message 1s printed
out

y

Go to DEBUG II

none

H

Print tables on 360
line printer

prints word WAIT

-

TABLE I.

ELEMENTS AND COMMANDS (b) PHASE ONE

Command

Meaning

R

Define

~egister

M

Define

~emory

Computer Response

15

TABLE I.
Command
I*
F

~·:

c
L

(b)

(continued)

Meaning

Computer Response

Define Information flow
connector
Define Function

Define Control signal
,•:

Define control flow Line

E

Define dEcodEr

U

Define Unary operand
function element

Define Binary operand
function element

B

------~

<=>
NOT
LS
LC

cu

COM
RS
RC
CD

~

/

ADD
REM

Define clocK

K

J

-;':

SUB
DIV
OR

0

Define terminal

*The computer response depends upon the relative positioning of the major and minor defining points.
Only one
response is shown.
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TABLE I.

(b)

(continued)

Meaning

Command

Computer Response

Define Subregister

I
TABLE I.
Command
F

ELEMENTS AND COMMAND (c) PHASE TWO
Meaning

Define Function block

~·:

G

Define Go to line

c

Define Control signal

L

Computer Response

~';

~':

Define control flow Line

D

Define Decision block

E

Define dEcodE block

0

Define start block

------>

START
1

Define end block
END

2

Define terminate block

ITERMINATE

xThe computer response depends upon the relat1ve pos1t1oning of the major and minor defining points.
Only one
response is shown.
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A.

Text Input

The exact format of the text input depends upon the
element with which the text is to be associated.

How-

ever, the text editing and control commands are identical,
independent of the element type.

To input text, it is

necessary to point to the element associated with the
text with the graphics cursor and type the command T.
The computer responds by erasing the screen, outputting
the line numbers and any text already defined for this
element.

Figure 3 shows how to input the text associated

with a register.
number 00001

The computer responds with the line

to indicate that there is no previous

text associated with this register and that the current
line number is one.

It should be noted that the graphics

cursor is off at this time and the user may input text.
Any text input is echoed by the computer at this time.
No echoing occurs when the graphics cursor is on and a
command is typed.
There are five basic editing commands:

carriage

00001
(a)

Figure 3.

(b)

Text Input
(a) Point to Element with Graphics
Cursor.
(b) Computer Response (no previous text)
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return (CR), back space (BS), delete (DEL), cancel (CAN),
and end of transmission (EOT).

Table II shows these

commands with their meaning and the computer reponse.
Carriage return (CR) denotes the end of the line, saves
the line, and causes the line number to be incremented.
Back space (BS) removes the last character in the line
and delete (DEL) removes the entire line.

Cancel (CAN)

deletes the current line, erases the screen, and positions
the alpha cursor at the top left hand corner of the screen.
End of transmission (EOT) denotes the end of a line and
causes the line to be treated as a command rather than
saving the data as text.

When the screen is full, the

computer responds with "INPUT ANY CHARACTER TO CONTINUE."
The user then types any character and the computer erases
the screen and outputs the last line before the erase
occurred.
There are four command lines that are terminated by an
EOT.

The command LEOT causes the listing of all text

associated with this element.

The command [n]PEOT

positions the current line number at linen, displays
the line, and allows the line to be edited.

If n is not

specified, the current line number becomes the line l+l
where l
element.

is the total number of lines associated with this
In order to save linen, CR must be typed.

At

this time, the user can insert one or more new lines
after line n.

It should be noted that the insertion of

new lines changes the line numbering of all lines after

19

TABLE II.

Command

TEXT EDITING COMMANDS

Meaning

Computer Response

CR

Save current line

Next line number

BS

Delete last character

Alpha cursor is positioned
below character deleted

DEL

Delete line

Line numbered is reprinted

CAN

Delete line and erase
screen

Screen is erased and line
number 1s reprinted

EOT

Treat line as a command

Depends upon command

List text

Screen is erased and text
is displayed

LEOT

[n]PEOT Position current line
Outputs line requested
number at line n or line
l+1 where l = number of
lines of text

Outputs current line

DEOT

Display current line

REOT

Return to graphics input Erases screen and displays
mode
current window

20

the inserted lines.

If the user does not want to insert

new lines at this time, he can issue the command DEOT
which causes the line at the current line number to be
displayed.

This line can now be edited, and as with the

P command, a CR must be typed to save the line.

Also

new lines can be inserted or the current line displayed.
The final command line is REOT which returns the user to
the graphics input mode.

This erases the screen, displays

the window (see section III.D.l) associated with the
element, and turns on the graphics cursor.

Also the text

associated with the element is displayed within the
element.

That is, as much of the text that will fit

within the boundaries of the element is displayed.

No

data is lost but all of it may not be displayed.
Variable names, represented by name, consist of one
to eight alphanumeric characters beginning with an
alphabetic character and with no embedded blanks.

Comments

are enclosed within dollar sign marks, e.g., $This 1s a
comment$.

Comments may appear anywhere except within

the middle of a variable name.

For further details,

refer to Crall's dissertation [15] because the text format
for FLOWWARE is a subset of IDDAP.

B.

Phase l

Phase l

or Information Flow Phase Elements

or information flow phase is used to define

the components of the digital system to be simulated,

21

to describe the register layout of the system, and to
The basic

show the functions to be performed on the data.

elements of this phase are given in the following sections.
1.

Register
A register is defined by positioning the graphics

cursor at the major defining point and typing the command
R.

The computer will respond by drawing a register and

positioning the alpha cursor ready to be used as a minor
defining point as shown in figure 4(a).

There is no minor

defining point for a register.
The text format is shown in figure 4(b).

The

starting bit number of the register is specified by n 1 .
One is the default value if n 1 is not specified.
is specified then n 2 is the last bit position in the
register with length n2-n1+1.

Otherwise n2 is the length

of the register.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.
2.

Register

(a) Defining Points

(b) Text Format

Memory
As with the register, a memory is defined by posi-

tioning the graphics cursor at the major defining point
and typing the command M.

Figure 5(a) represents a

memory element as drawn by the computer.
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Input to memory

~
Address
Register

name(n 13 n 2 JCR
address register name([n 3 -Jn 4 JCR

Output from memory
(b)

(a)

Figure 5.

Memory

(a) Defining Points

(b) Text Format

The text format for a memory is shown in figure 5(b).
The length of a memory word in bits is specified by n 1
and the number of words in the memory is specified by n2.
The remaining information specifies
with the memory.

~

register associated

This is the memory address register.

The value in this register specifies the word of memory
to be accessed.

Otherwise the address register is the same

as any other register.

As such, n3 and n4 specify the same

information as n 1 and n 2 (figure 4(b)) do, respectively,
for a register.

Input to the memory and output from the

memory are specified by connecting an information flow
line to the positions specified in figure 5(a).
3.

Information Flow Connector
The information flow connector is different from the

register and the memory because it requires both a minor
and a major defining point.

This element is used to
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)I<

)I<
(b)

(a)

Figure 6.

Information Flow Connector
(b) Example

connect two other elements.

(a) Defining Points

It shows the direction that

information flows, i.e., from the minor to the major
defining points.

The connector is limited to either a
As shown in figure 6(a)

horizontal or vertical direction.

the minor defining point is the last point known by the
computer and the graphics cursor is used to position the
major defining point .

The next known point 1s coincident

.with the major defining point.

No text, other than

comments, may be associated with this element.

The

command to draw this element is I.
Figure 6(b) is an example of the use of an information
flow line.

Two bit registers A and B are defined by the

appearance of the register symbol, and the information
is assumed to flow from A to B.

The equivalent IDDAP [15]

statement would be"· B =A."
4.

Function
The function element, shown in figure 7, defined by

typing the command F with the graphics cursor in the
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(a)

nameCR
text
(b)

Figure 7.

Function

(a) Defining Points

(b) Text Format

appropriate position, is any user defined element.
minor and major defining point are required.

A

As seen in

the figure, there are four ways to define this element.
The name is the means of referencing the function.
The text is any legal type 2 IDDAP [15] statement.

This

element corresponds to the .NETWORK. in IDDAP [15].
5.

Control Signal
A control signal

lS

essentially a one bit register

and is defined by the command C.

The computer response

and text format is shown in figure 8.

The name is

optional but, as already stated, if this element is to
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[name]
(a)

Figure 8.

(b)

(a) Defining Points
(b) Text Format

Control Signal

be referenced, the default name must be used.
6.

Control Flow Line
A control flow line

lS

defined by the command L.

As with the information flow connector there is both a
minor and major defining point and the line can be only
horizontal or vertical.

The element at the minor defining

point controls the information flow at the major defining
point.

Use of the control flow line will be explained

better when some examples are presented.
the four legal types of control lines.

Figure 9 shows
The text format

depends upon the type of element at the minor defining
point.

If this element is a decode element, then the text

must be a number (See Section 7.

for details) only with

number
or
comment
(a)

Figure 9.

Control Flow Line

(b)

(a) Defining Points
(b) Text Format
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A(2)

c

I
I
I

~---------------

Figure 10.

no comments.

Example of Use of Control

Otherwise only comments are allowed.

The minor defining point of the control line must
intersect with either a control signal, a decoder, or
another control flow line.

The major defining point must

intersect with another control line or an information flow
line.

The non-control line at a minor defining point

lS

said to control the information flow at the major defining
point connected to an information flow line.

To perform

the register transfer of function specified by a control
signal and control flow lines, the statement :DO control
signal name must be typed in a phase two element (in particular, a function block).

Figure 10 shows control signal

C as controlling transfer of A to B.

The statement :DO C

will cause the transfer to take place.

7.

Decoder
The command to define a decoder, shown in figure 11,

is E.

The decoder decodes an n bit register into one of

2n control signals.

The control signal names are formed
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~put

Register
[name]

Output Control
Lines
(a)

Figure 11.

Decoder

(b)

(a) Defining Points

(b) Text Format

by concatenating name with a number in decimal from zero
For example, if name is DEC, then control
signal DEC3 is a decode of the value 3 base 10 or 11 base 2
from the input register.
Either the control signal names may be used or
control flow lines may be used as shown in figure 12.
This figure is a typical computer response where the
text has been inserted in or near. the element.

The

text associated with the control lines is a number (0 to 7)

REGA( 3)

Control Signal DECO

Figure 12.

Control Signal DECl

Decoder with Control Flow Lines
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1n decimal which represents the value decoded from the
input register, REGA, in figure 12.
8.

Unary Operand Function Element
The input command U defines the unary operand

function element as shown in figure 13.

This element

serves no particular purpose, other than as a reminder
to the user that the input operand is to be converted by
some rule to an output operand, unless a control flow
line points to one of the input control points.

This

generates a subroutine-like call where the control name
is the subroutine name.

The use of this feature is best

explained by an example.

Referring to figure 14, register

A is both the input and output operand.

The control

signal is INC, and through the control lines, it points
to the CU portion of the unary operand function.
mnemonic CU means Count Up.

The

When INC is referenced,

Input Operand

Output

NOT

COM

LS
LC

RS
RC

Operand-------~

Figure 13.

Unary Function Element

X Denotes Control
Input Point
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-

I

I

A( 5)

INC
I
I
I
I

I

I
~------------~

NOT
LS
LC

cu

""
Figure 14.

COM
RS
RC
CD

/
,

..

Example of a Unary Operand Function

the result is to add one to the input operand, A, and
transfer the result to the output operand, A.
register A is incremented by one.
function, the statement
be incremented.

In effect,

To reference this

:DO INC causes the A register to

In other words the statement

:DO control

signal name performs the function specified by the
control signal name.

Table III gives the meanings of the

functions available with this element.

No text, other

than comments, is allowed with this element.
9.

Binary Operand Function Element
The binary operand function element 1s similar to
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TABLE III.

FUNCTIONS OF UNARY OPERAND FUNCTION ELEMENT

Mnemonic

Meaning

NOT

Logical Not

COM

Two's Complement

LS

Left Shift one position

RS

Right Shift one position

LC

Left Circulate one position

RC

Right Circulate one position

CU

Count Up one

CD

Count Down one

TABLE IV.
Mnemonic

FUNCTIONS OF BINARY OPERAND FUNCTION ELEMENT
Meaning

ADD

Add operand l to operand 2

SUB

Subtract operand 2 from operand l

MUL

Multiply operand l

DIV

Divide operand l by operand 2

REM

Remainder, operand 1 modulo operand 2

OR

Logical inclusive OR of operand 1
and operand 2

AND

Logical AND of operand 1 and operand 2

XOR

Logical exclusive OR of operand 1
and operand 2

by operand 2
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the unary function element except there are two input
operands.

This element converts two operands into one

operand or result according to the function defined by the
control input points.

The command to define this element

It is shown 1n figure 15.

is B.

are shown 1n Table IV.

The mnemonic meanings

No text, other than comments,

is allowed with this element.

Invoking of this function

is the same as with the unary element,

:DO control signal

name.
10.

Clock
The clock element is shown in figure 16 and the

command 1s K.
clock.

Simulation has two modes:

clock and no

In clock mode, update of registers under clock

Input Operand 1

Operand 2

~
X Denotes Control
Input Points

Result Output

Figure 15.

Binary Operand Function Element
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(a)

Figure 16.

Clock

(b)

(a) Defining Pdints

(b) Text Format

control does not occur until there is a clock pulse, i.e.,
when the variable name changes states.

In no clock mode,

register update takes place immediately [15].

The clock

element is used to define the register to be used for
a clock.

The text is similar to the register text.

(a)

name=expressionCR
[name=expressionCR]
(b)

Figure 17.

Terminal

(a) Defining Points

(b) Text Format
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11.

Terminal
To specify terminal variables, which are functions

of other variables, the command typed is J.
shows the element and the text format.
is the same as in IDDAP [15].

Figure 17

The expression

The terminal gives a

method of referring to a collection of related variables.
Any number of terminal signals may be defined by this
element.
12.

Subregister
The subregister is used to give a name to some

portion of an already defined register.

The defining

command 1s S and figure 18 presents the graphic element.

(a)

name=register nameCn 1 -n 2 )CR
[name=register name(n 1 -n )CR]
2
(b)

Figure 18. Subregister

(a) Defining Points

(b) Text Format
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The register name is the name of the base register.
The starting and ending position of the subregister are n 1
and n 2 respectively.

Any number of subregisters may be

defined by this element.

C.

Phase 2 or Control Flow Phase Elements

Phase 2 or the control flow phase describes the
sequential nature of a digital system in terms of a flow
chart.

There are only n1ne basic elements needed in this

phase.

Three of these tell the simulator where to start

and end, and the other six describe functionally the
operation of the system.
l.

Function Block
The function block is used to describe a particular

function

wh~ch

may be one or more statements.

The

defining command is F and the graphic drawing is shown 1n
figure l9(a).

The text is of the same format as IDDAP's

[15] type two statements

(figure l9(b)).

This is the basic

element of FLOWWARE phase 2.
2.

Go-To Line
The go-to line, defined by the command G, 1s shown

1n figure 20(a).

This line defines the direction of

control flow, or the sequence in which operations are to
be executed.

The order in which elements are executed
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(a)

conditional expression:
[conditional expression:

statementCR
statementCR]

(b)

Figure 19.

Function Block

(a) Defining Points
Text Format

(b)

$FUNCTION A$

(a)

(c)

number or comments
(b)

Figure 20.

Go-To Line

(a) Defining Points
(b) Text Format
(c) Parallel Execution
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The element

is determined by the direction of the arrow.

at the minor defining point must complete execution
before the element at the major defining point can begin
execution.

The text associated with this element,

figure 20(b), is either a number or comment but not both.
If the element at the minor defining point is a decoder
then only numbers are allowed.
are allowed.

Otherwise only comments

(See section 6 for further explanation.)

Figure 20(c) shows how to create a parallel path.

Functions

B and C are executed in parallel, after function A has
completed execution.
3.

Control Signal
The control signal under phase 2 is similar to the

control signal under phase l.

The command to define

it is C and figure 21 defines the element.

The signal

in this phase, however, uses the control signal as
defined in phase l.

Hence the user must still define a

control signal in phase l with the same name.
4.

Control Flow Line
The control flow line of phase 2

lS

also similar to

name
(a)

Figure 21.

Control Signal

(b)

(a) Defining Points
(b) Text Format
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number
or
comment

(b)

(a)

Figure 22.

Control Flow Line

(a) Defining Points
(b) Text Format

the control flow line of phase l.

The element is shown

in figure 22, and the command is L.

The distinction

between the phase l and phase 2 control signal and line
is in the use.

Figure 23 is an example.

Function A

and Function B are two user defined functions and BACT
1s a control signal on Function B.

Function B is executed

only after Function A completes execution and if BACT is

BACT
I

$FUNCTION A$

I

I
I

I ______ _
'i!_

----->
'l!

$FUNCTION B$

Figure 23.

Example of the Use of a Control Signal
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true or a logic 1.

If BACT is false, the system "waits"

until BACT becomes true.

If this is the only path in

the system and BACT is false, then the simulation will
If there are

be halted without executing Function B.

parallel paths, Function B is executed when BACT is set
to logic 1 by one of the other paths.
5.

Decision Block
The decision block is used to decide between two

alternate paths.

Figure 24(a) shows the decision block.

The input command lS D.

The vertical crosshair of the

major defining point (graphics cursor point) is shown
dotted ln figure 24(a) because the X position of the
cursor is arbitrary for this element.
is used to draw the element.

Only the Y position

The text format lS any

expression that can be evaluated to a logical zero or
one.

This includes relationship tests such as A

=

B

[boolean expression]
(b)

CNTL
I

I

~---

(c)

(a)

Figure 24.

Decision Block
(b) Text Format

Defining Points
(c) Test of a Control Signal

(a)
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or A

~

B.

The text is optional because it lS possible

to test a control signal as shown ln figure 24(c).
this case the only allowable text lS a comment.

In

When the

boolean expression or control signal evaluates to a logical

one, then the exit point is either the top or bottom
point of the diamond.

If it evaluates to a logical

zero, then the exit point lS the right or left point.
The exit point is the path to be taken when the decision
is made.
6.

Decode Block
The decode block decodes the register defined within

the block into one of 2n signals where n is the length
in bits of name.

The go-to line leaving this element as

shown in figure 25(c) points to the next path to be taken
based upon the value decoded.

Figure 25(a) shows the

defining points for this element.

The command is E.

The text format is shown in figure 25(b) and 1f not

[name]
2

(a)

Figure 25.

(b)

Decode Block
(a) Defining Points
(b) Text Format
(c) Use

(c)

3
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$FUNCTION A$

\I

INST
0 1

'

,,

\I

$FUNCTION D$

Figure 26.

\I

''

/

$FUNCTION B$

,....

w
$FUNCTION C$

Example of the Use of the Decode Block

specified, the default name is used.

As with the decode

element in phase 1, the go-to lines leaving the decode
block of phase 2 have associated with them a number which
represents the decode of the block.

A go-to line without

a number, only one is allowed, means that for any decoded
values not specifically mentioned on other lines, "take
this path."
Figure 26 shows an example of the use of the decode
block.

When Function A completes execution, the register

INST is decoded.

If INST

=

0 then Function B is executed.
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If INST

=

1 then Function C

lS

executed.

If anything else,

Function D is executed.
7.

Start Block
The start block, shown in figure 27,

the command 0 (zero).

lS

defined by

No text is allowed for this element.

This element tells the simulator where to start the
simulation.

It must appear somewhere in the phase 2

description.

Only one start block is allowed per system

description.

Figure 27.

8.

Start Block

End Block
The end block defines the end of a path.

It is used

to end paths that do not intersect with other paths.
The defining command is 1 and the figure is shown in
figure 28.

Simulation is not halted when this block

encountered if there are other parallel paths in the
network.

lS
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Figure 28.

9.

End Block

Terminate Block
The terminate block is used to stop the simulation.

When this block, shown in figure 29, is encountered by the
simulator, the simulation stops and control is returned
to the user.

The defining command is 2.

The distinction

between the end block and the terminate block is the fact
that the latter stops the simulation and the former does
not.

Figure 29.

D.

Terminate Block

Control Commands

Control commands are used to control windowing,
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Next Window Box"

tO

Figure 30.

~

Window of Blank Page

transfer between phases, element deletion, point positioning, redraw, and other miscellaneous commands.

The

following sections describe the use and function of
these commands.
1.

Next Window Command
Because the size of the screen is limited, it was

necessary to implement a simple windowing scheme to allow
the user to expand the size of his description beyond
the amount of information that can be displayed on the
screen.

At the top of each page or window, there are
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four boxes with arrows pointing ln four directions as
shown in figure 30.

These are used to define the next

window of the description.

The user has the choice of

moving to one of four windows:

the window above or below

the current window or the window to the left or right
of the current window.

The arrow next to the box points

to the direction of the next window.

In order to move

to an adjacent window, the user points to the box associated with the direction arrow with the graphics cursor
and types the command X.
Interconnection between windows is accomplished
by placing the major defining point of a control signal,
information flow line, or go-to line near the edge of the
screen (the bottom edge of the next window boxes is
defined as the top edge of the screen).

This defining

point is drawn on the next window as an arrowhead.

The

tip of the arrowhead is the minor defining point for the
next element.

Figure 31 gives an example of intercon-

nection between windows.

A go-to line is defined in

figure 3l(a) which is to interconnect with an element
in the window on the right.

The window on the right,

figure 3l(b), shows an arrowhead which serves as the
defining point on this window.
2.

New Phase Command
The new phase command, N, toggles the description

phase from phase 1 to phase 2 or vice versa.

With this
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tO

-o

+0

Go-To Line to Next Window
on Right

Defining Point from Go-To
Line on Left Window

(a)

(b)

Figure 31.

Windowing
(a) Window Defining Go-To Line
Which Intersects with Next Window on Right
(b) Adjacent Window on Right

command, the graphics cursor position is not used and can
be positioned anywhere.

Also the command is independent

of the window that is currently displayed.

The window

displayed in the new phase is the same every time the
command is typed.

It is the starting point window

defined when the system is first initialized.
3.

Element Deletion
The command Z

lS

used to delete the element and any

text associated with the element.

The graphics cursor
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lS

used to point to the element to be deleted.

However,

the element will appear on the screen until an erase and
redraw occurs.

Nevertheless, the element is deleted as

far as the computer program is concerned as soon as Z
is typed.
4.

Point Positioning
Sometimes it

lS

necessary to define a point to the

computer to be used as a minor defining point.

This is

done by positioning the graphics cursor at the desired
point and typing the command P.
5.

Redraw
To redraw the current window being displayed, the

command W can be typed.
arbitrary.

The graphics cursor position is

Any error messages or elements that were

deleted will not appear on the redrawn window.
6.

Direct Communication with the System/360
When the user has defined his description, it is

necessary to translate the description and to allow the
user to use the supervisory commands of IDDAP; for
example, the setting of variables and simulation.
command A performs this function.

The

When the command is

typed, the word WAIT is printed on the screen.
time the user can not input commands or data.

At this
When the

main computer completes translation, the sequence
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appears if no errors occurred and now the user can type
in any of the supervisory commands of IDDAP [15].

Some

commands, such as REORGANIZE and REARRANGE, have been
deleted from the supervisor because the use of them would
destroy the sequential ordering of the statements.
the event of an error, an error message instead of
is printed.

In

**

A star will point to the window and element

with the error.

The graphics cursor is now turned on

and the NOVA will now accept any of the graphics commands.
This allows the user to correct the error.

The user

must type an A to retranslate the description.

However,

in the event of multiple errors on the proceeding translation, the next error message will now be displayed.
The supervisory commands CHANGE and DESCRIPTION
allow the user to respectively modify the current description and to build a new description.

Both commands cause

the NOVA to be placed in the graphics input mode.

The

DESCRIPTION command causes the IBM/360 and NOVA programs
to be reinitialized.
Text editing commands for this mode include the back
space (BS), delete (DEL), cancel (CAN), carriage return
(CR), and end of transmission (EOT).

The BS deletes the

last character in the line and the DEL removes the entire
line.

The CAN deletes the current line, erases the

screen, and repositions the alpha cursor at the upper
left-hand corner of the screen.
the same function.

The CR and EOT perform

They both cause the current line to be
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transmitted to the IBM computer.
7.

Reinitialization
In order to reinitialize the NOVA program and cancel

any description outstanding, the command V must be used.
8.

Debugging Commands
In order to help debug these programs, two commands

are used.

The command Y transfers control to DEBUG II [24]

and the command H outputs some internal tables of the
IBM/360 program on the line printer.
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IV.

PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION

FLOWWARE has been implemented on the computer system
[25] under development at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
Figure 32 shows the overall layout of the system.

The

main computer is the IBM System/360 Model 50 Computer
located in the Computer Center.

It has 514,288 bytes

of high speed core, 1,048,576 bytes of low speed core,
9 disk storage devices, two magnetic tape drives, an
IBM-2702 Transmission Control Unit for low speed interactive terminals, two card readers, and one card punch.
To handle high speed data links and other devices such
as a paper tape reader, a Data General NOVA 800 Minicomputer is connected to the multiplexor channel of the
System/360 computer.

This NOVA computer is used mainly

for routing data between the IBM computer and the I/0
devices on the NOVA.
of

~nterest

The portion of the remaining network

to this dissertation is the high speed data

link between the NOVA computer, located in the Computer
Center, and another NOVA 800 minicomputer located in the
Electrical Engineering Building.

The latter computer will

be referred to as the local NOVA since it is connected
directly to a Tektronix T4002 Graphic Computer Terminal
[22,23].

The graphics terminal is the major I/0 device

for FLOWWARE.

Figure 33 shows the system used by FLOWWARE.

The local NOVA is used for local processing of data.

In

particular, it handles the data formating between the NOVA
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and the graphics terminal as well as the transmission
of data between the two NOVA's.
The FLOWWARE system [26,27] is essentially two
programs:

one written for the local NOVA in NOVA Assembler

Language [28,29] and one written for the IBM System/360 1n
PL/1 [30].

The NOVA on the multiplexor channel of the

System/360 can be considered as transparent to the local
NOVA in most cases.

This means that the local NOVA can be

considered as communicating directly with the IBM computer.
As such, the programming of the NOVA on the multiplexor
channel [25] will not be discussed in this dissertation.
In a broad overview, the local NOVA program handles the
element drawing, local editing of text and elements,
redraw of the network, windowing, and overlay protection.
The System/360 program handles the element structural
relationship problem, translation to an internal form
which can be interpreted for simulation, and the actual
simulation.

There are also some control and supervisory

functions handled by the main computer.

Both programs

must also handle data communications to the other computer.
It should be noted that the NOVA program is written such
that the user can build a system ' description off-line,
that is, without the PL/1 program being active.

When

the System/360 program dois become active, the data is
transmitted without user intervention.
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A.

NOVA Program

The NOVA program will be discussed first because
the user must use this program to build his digital
system description.

The NOVA program can be divided

into five major, interrelated groups:

RTOS, handlers,

NOVA Tekware, local communications, and data link communications.

RTOS, handlers, and NOVA Tekware are sub-

routine packages used by the local and data link communications programs.
1.

RTOS
RTOS

[31].

lS

the mnemonic for real time operating system

This system is a collection of subroutines which

can be used to create a multitasking environment, to
communicate between tasks, and to handle all input/output
data transfers on an interrupt basis.

RTOS allows the

user to overlap processing with input/output.

It allows a

multiple number of tasks to be outstanding, each of which
is executed according to its priority.

It allows commun-

ication between tasks through the RCV and XMIT software
channels.

This latter property is extremely important

because it allows two or more tasks to run independently
if possible, and it allows them to synchronize when
necessary.

The local communications program and the data

link communications program are two tasks which in many
instances execute independently of each other.

The local
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communications task handles the graphics input/output
between the NOVA and the Tektronix.

The data link

communications task handles transmission of data between
the NOVA and the IBM System/360.
2.

Handlers
RTOS communicates with an I/0 device through a device

handler [31].

It is the responsibility of the handler

to start the device, input or output the data, buffer
the data, check or generate parity if so required, and
handle any functions specifically related to the device.
Two handlers had to be written for RTOS.

One handler

was written for the Tektronix Graphic Computer Terminal
[22,23] and one handler was written for the high speed
direct data link interconnecting the two NOVA's.

The

Tektronix handler was written mainly to handle the delay
necessary when the erase command was issued to the
terminal.

The high speed link handler was written to

handle communications between the two NOVA's.

In partie-

ular, when one NOVA completes transmission of a block
of a message, it sends the ASCII SYN character as the last
character of the block and waits until it recelves an
acknowledgement (the ASCII character

ACK)

other NOVA before it sends the next block.

back from the
When the

last block is sent the character ETX is sent in place of
the SYN character to inform the other NOVA that this is
the end of the data.

This latter NOVA may now transmit
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data.

Simple parity checking on each character is used

to detect errors.

In the event of an error, the receiving

NOVA transmits the ASCII character NAK and the transmitting NOVA retransmits the entire block until it is
received without parity errors.

The data link is capable

of handling full duplex operation but the software is
essentially half duplex in nature.

As such, one NOVA

must be transmitting and the other receiving at any one
time.

The only time the full duplex nature of the line

is used is in the transmission of the NAK.

This handler

relieves the programmer from the tedious duties of handling
the line control convention established for the data link.
3.

NOVA Tekware
NOVA Tekware_ is also a subroutine package written

to make the Tektronix Terminal easier to use.
full use of RTOS to accomplish this.

It makes

Tekware initiates

any output to the Tektronix [22,23] and returns control
to the main line from the Tekware package as soon as
possible.

This is accomplished by creating a separate

task to output the data.

This feature allows the user

program to continue executing while data is being sent
to the Tektronix.
The Tekware package also formats the data to make
the terminal easier to use.

For example, to plot a point

it is necessary to put the termianl in the point plot mode
and send four ASCII characters which represent the X and
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Y coordinates.

Figure 34 shows the format of the data.

The screen is l023x76l visible points in size.

Therefore

at least 10 bits are necessary to address each point.
As figure 34 shows, these 10 bits are broken into two
five bit sequences and inserted with two indicator bits
(bits 6 and 7) and a parity bit to form two ASCII characters.

A Tekware subroutine performs this

formating~

It is necessary to pass to the subroutine the X and Y
coordinates and the plotting mode.
plotting modes:

point plot, linear interpolate, and

incremental plot.
coordinate.

There are three

Point plot plots a point at the given

Linear interpolate draws a vector, visible

or invisible, from the last known point to the given
coordinate.

Incremental plot moves the cursor a single

increment at a time according to the direction and parameters specified in place of the X and Y coordinates.

For

more details on the plotting modes refer to the Tektronix
Low Y

High Y
IE
Most Significant Bits
of Y Coordinate

Least Significant
Bits of Y Coordinate

P=Parity Bit
High X

Low X

IpI o l1l I I I I I
~

~I

Most Significant Bits
of X Coordinate
Figure 34.

IP (11 0 IIE I I I I ,.I
Least Significant
Bits of X Coordinate

Format for X and Y Coordinates
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lp Io l1l I I I I I

IP I I I I I I I I

High X

Header Character

lp Io l1l I I I I I
High Y

Low X

l1lolololol11 olo I
EOT

Low Y
P=Parity Bit
Figure 35.

Format of Graphics Input

Manuals [22,23].
Another subroutine turns on the graphics cursor and
formats the graphics input into a header character (the
character typed to digitize the X and Y coordinates of
the graphics cursor), the X coordinate, and theY coordinate.

This format is shown in figure 35.

The above mentioned subroutines are the major
graphics subroutines in Tekware.

The remaining subrou-

tines handle input and output of text, short vector
transmission, and input from the tablet (which is not
used by FLOWWARE).
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Pointer
To Next
Element

Main Y

Sec Y

Default Name
IE

Main X

Figure 36.

4.

Sec X

Type/
Flag

Pointer
To Text
Linked
List/Flag

Definition of an Element Control Block

Local Communications Task
The local communications task is the main control
It decodes all the commands

section of the NOVA program.

listed in section III, draws the elements, and saves all
pertinent information necessary to redraw the element or
to send it to the IBM/360.
The main data structure of the NOVA program
linked list of the elements defined by the user.

lS

a

Linked

lists [32,33] are a common procedure to use with graphics
data because they allow easy insertion, deletion, and
restructuring of the data.

Each element control block

requires ten words of memory.

The format is shown in
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The first word is the linked list pointer

figure 36.

and points to the next element of the list.

The last

element of the list is denoted by a zero in the "pointer
to next element" field.

The header of the list is part

of the window control block which will be explained later.
The next four words give the coordinates of the
element.

All elements are based upon and defined by a

rectangle.

To define a rectangle completely, two sets

of X and Y coordinates are required.

The main X and Y

coordinates are the lower right hand corner of the
re<?tangle.

The secondary (SEC) X and Y coordinates

are the upper left hand corner as shown in figure 37(a).
All elements that are not rectangular in shape are

~Secondary X and Y Coordinates

~

!

.

.

.---~-----,

Ma1n X and Y Coord1nates
(a)

Figure 37.

~
(b)

Element Definition
(a) Definition of the
Basic Element
(b) Relationship of Decision
Block to a Rectangle
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drawn within the boundaries of a rectangle.

Figure 37(b)

shows how a decision block is drawn within the boundaries
of the rectangle.

To actually draw the element, display

procedures [34] are used.

Each element references a

particular subroutine which draws the element.
The type/flag field has two functions.

Bit zero of

the word is a flag which denotes whether or not to transmit
the element to the IBM/360.

A one means transmit the

element and a zero means do not transmit.

The remaining

15 bits of this field denote the type of the element.
Table V shows the relationship between the pictorial
representation, the command, and the element type.
The next three words are the default name field.
These three words hold six ASCII characters which are the
default name in the event that no name is defined for the
element.
The last field again has a dual purpose.

Bits

1 thru 16 are used as a pointer to a linked list containing the text associated with this element.
of the text elements in this linked list
figure 38.

lS

The format

shown in

The first field is a pointer to the next text

element or zero if there 1s no next element.

The second

field, or the flag field denotes, if it is a one, that
this text element is a continuation line of the previous
element.

A zero denotes that this element is the first

text on a line.

Bit zero of the last field in the

element control block is used as a flag to denote whether
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TABLE V.
Type
1

ELEMENT TYPES

Commands

, Pictorial Representation

F

I
2 (phase 1)

R

2 (phase 2)

D

3

s

4

c

5

M

6

E

7

K

0

0
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TABLE V.
~
8

(continued)
Commands
B

Pictorial Representation

ADD
MUL
REM
AND

~
9

u

10
11

J

12

I

13

I

14

I

15

I

SUB
DIV
OR
XOR

/

cu

COM
RS
RC
CD

~

/

NOT
LS
LC
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TABLE
Type

v.

(continued)
Conunands

16

G

17

G

Pictorial Re:eresentation

1
18

G

19

G

f
20

L

21

L

-------~

I

I
I

I
I

~
22

L

~--------

23

L

...
I

I
I

I
I

'

24

0

25

2

ITERMINATE

26

l

END

START
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Flag

.I
Text

Pointer
To Next
Text
Element

Figure 38.

Format of Text Element

or not to transmit the text.

A one means transmit the

test to the IBM/360 and a zero means do not transmit.
It has already been mentioned that the header for
the element control block linked list is part of the
window control block.

The window control block is used

to control the windows.
ln figure 39.

The format of this block is shown

The first field is the header to the element

control block list.
The next two fields are the X and Y coordinates of the
window.

Figure 40 shows nine windows with the coordinates

of each window.

When the user has window 2,2 displayed

on the screen, he can access windows 1,2; 2,3; 3,2; and
2,1 with the X command.
The fourth field is the flags field with a format as
shown in figure 41.

Bit 0 is the transmitted bit.

A zero

means that the window has not been transmitted and a one
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Element
Control
Block
Head

Figure 39.

Figure 40.

X Coordi- Y Coordinate of
nate of
Window
Window

Flags

Pointer
to Next
Window
Control
Block

Format of Window Control Block

1,3

2,3

3 '3

1,2

2 '2

3,2

1,1

2,1

3,1

Windowing

Location of Window
Bit

Completed
Bit

III

Not Used

Transmitted
Bit

Figure 41.

Format of Flags Field of Window Control Block
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means that it has been transmitted to the IBM/360.

The

completed bit, bit 1, denotes the status of the window.
If the window is not being displayed on the screen, it
is assumed that this window is completed and bit 1 is
set to a one.
1 is a zero.

If the window is being displayed, then bit
A window is transmitted to the IBM/360 when

bit 0 is a zero and bit 1 is a one; that is, the window
is complete but has not been transmitted.

This feature

allows local editing of a window without the IBM/360
program knowing about any modifications to the description.
Bit 15 of this field denotes the location of the window.
If it is a zero, the elements of the window are in NOVA
core, and possibly in the IBM/360 core.

However, if it

is a one, it is in the IBM/360 core only, and not in the
NOVA core.
The fifth field of the window control block is the
pointer to the next window control block.

As with the

element control blocks, the window control blocks are
also maintained within a linked list.

A zero in this

field denotes that this is the last window control block.
Each descriptive phase has its own header element which
points to the first window control block.

Therefore the

phase determines which window control block list is
referenced.
The local communications task also handles such
functions as element deletion, text editing, redraw, and
overlap protection.

Element deletion is performed by
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using the coordinates of the graphic cursor and searching
the element list for the element specified by the coordinates.

Then this element and the text are removed from

the linked list.

Text editing is supported by decoding

the commands and performing the indicated function.

A

line of text is inserted or edited within a buffer first.
Therefore, the BS and DEL commands can easily remove
The

characters or the entire line.

CR

command causes

the data ·within the buffer to be moved to the text linked
list.

The data is blocked into lengths of sixteen char-

acters and inserted in the list.

The second field, fig-

ure 38, is set to a zero for the first block and to a one
for each additional, or continuation, block.

The P and D

commands move the data pointed to by the line number
from the linked list to the buffer to allow editing.
Redraw is accomplished by tracing through the element
linked list, decoding the element type, and calling the
appropriate display procedures.

Also the text associated

with the element is displayed within the boundaries of
the element by calling the appropriate routine which
accesses the text list.

Finally overlap protection is

performed by maintaining a bit array of points which is
in correspondence with the screen.

In particular, eight

points on the screen correspond to one point, or bit,
in the array.

A logic one ln a list denotes that some

element exists at this point.

When an element is defined,

several bits are set within the array to denote that the
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space on the screen is being used.

When another element

is defined, a search of the array is made to determine
if this element overlaps the other element.
an error message is displayed.
set as above.

If it does

Otherwise the array is

A maximum of two bits of overlap is al-

lowed because elements do interconnect with other elements.
Overlap protection allows the elements to be distinct
and prevents searching problems.
The window and element control block lists are built
as the user inputs the graphics data and commands presented
in section III.

This data is sent to the IBM/360 based

upon the various flags in the control blocks by the data
link communications task.
5.

Data Link Communications Task
The data link communications task is responsible

for transmission and reception of data from the IBM/360
Computer.

Except for the time when the user is in direct

communcation with the main computer, the user is unaware
of this task.
As long as the IBM/360 program is not active, this
task is dormant and waiting for the initial input from
the main computer.

This allows the user to converse

with the local communications program and build his
description off-line.

Once the main IBM/360 program

becomes active, there is some initial handshaking between
the NOVA and the IBM/360 Computer.
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After the initial handshaking, neither computer has
complete control over the other one.
a command and possibly some data.

One computer sends

The command and data

are decoded and processed by the other computer which
responds with a command and possibly data.
continues until all data is sent.

This cycle

In the idling mode,

when neither computer has data to send, the IBM/360
is in the receive state and looking for a command from
the NOVA.

The NOVA at this time is waiting for the user

to input more data.
It is the responsibility of the IBM/360 program to
show the interrelationship between the graphics elements
drawn by the user and translate any text.

To do this,

the main computer must have the element coordinates, type,
phase, and any text associated with the element.

It

is the responsibility of the data link communications
task to send this information.

Figure 42 shows the

various data transmission formats used to send the
graphics data and text to the IBM/360.

Time is assumed

to advance as the reader scans the figure from left to
right.

Each time division denotes one character time.

The characters above the time axis are the data sent by
the NOVA and below the axis are the data sent by the
IBM/360.

The half duplex nature of the system is shown

by the fact that both computers do not transmit at the
same time.

The formats shown in the figure are not exact,

but show the important information transmitted.

The line
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Data Transmission Formats
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l1

(continued)
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control characters added by the RTOS handler are not shown.
Also the System/360 Tekware Subroutines [22] add some
control characters to the IBM/360 response which are not
shown in the figure because they are ignored by the NOVA
program.
Figure 42(a) shows the transmission of the phase and
window coordinates.

These coordinates apply to all future

data until new window coordinates are sent.

This allows a

window of elements to be sent without sending the window
coordinates for each element.

This figure also shows the

format of element transmission whic0 begins with the
control character E.

The IBM/360 responds with the

control character N which causes the NOVA to test for any
text associated with the element.

If there 1s no text the

NOVA sends an EOT as shown in figure 42(c).

However,

if there is text the computer sends it in the format shown
1n figure 42(b).

The first line of text is prefaced with

the control character N, and each additional line is
prefaced with the control character T.

The end of text is

denoted by sending an EOT by itself.
Often it is necessary to modify the text within
an element.

In this case it is necessary to send the

window information, if this has not already been done,
and the coordinates pointing to the element.
shows this situation.

Figure 42(d)

The command U specifies that

this is an update to the text within the element.

After

this transmission, the format mentioned above for text
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transmission is used.
In some cases, it 1s necessary to delete an element.
Figure 42(e) shows the format necessary to delete the
element from the IBM/360 memory.

The phase, window, and

element coordinates are needed in order to find the element
to be deleted.

Both the element and text within the

element are deleted.
After the user completes his description, he types
the command A to enter the direct communications mode.
This command followed by an EOT is sent to the main
computer after a verification search of the data 1s made
to guarantee that all data was transmitted.

Any data

not previously transmitted is sent at this time before
the AEOT sequence is shipped.

The word WAIT is trans-

mitted to the Tektronix at this time.

When translation

is correct and complete, the IBM/360 sends the sequence

**

which is displayed on the screen.

Now the user can

type any supervisory command [15] which is sent directly
to the IBM/360.
Only three commands from the main computer are
decoded while in the direct communications mode.
are shift in, back space, and escape.

These

When the user types

the command DESCRIPTION, both the System/360 program and
the NOVA program are initialized.
a shift in (SI) to the NOVA.

The PL/1 program sends

The NOVA decodes this,

initializes, and turns on the graphics cursor.

The
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user can now input a new description.
sends a back space (BS) to the NOVA.

The command CHANGE
No initialization

takes place in the NOVA but the graphics cursor is turned
on to allow the user to change the description.

Error

messages are denoted by the character escape (ESC).
Figure 43 shows the format of the message, leaving out
the extraneous characters ignored by the NOVA.

The

coordinates point to the window and element that has the
error.

The phase denotes whether the error 1s 1n the

information flow or control flow phase.
specific error message.

The text 1s the

The NOVA, upon reception of the

above data, locates the window of the proper phase, draws
the window, places a star in the element where the error
was detected, and outputs the error message.
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B.

IBM System/360 Program

The NOVA program

lS

used mainly to draw the elements

and transmit the data to the IBM computer.

The NOVA

knows nothing about the interrelationship between · the
elements and does no translation or interpretation.

It

is the responsibility of the IBM/360 program to perform
these functions.
program:

There are three main sections of this

an extended version of IDDAP, the Tektronix

Subroutine Package (Tekware), and the graphics data
handling subroutines (GDHS).

The basic philosophy of

FLOWWARE is to input the graphics data and translate the
graphics description to CDL type statements by GDHS.
Once the description is complete, the CDL statements are
passed to IDDAP for translation and simulation.

Tekware

is used to handle the I/0 in both GpHS and IDDAP.

Es-

sentially, GDHS serves as a preprocessor for IDDAP.
1.

An Extended Version of IDDAP
The contol flow phase forces an ordering on the

system description which does not explicitly exist in
IDDAP as written by Crall.

Also the control structure

as given in section III is such that a path halts whenever a false control signal is encountered.

IDDAP could

not easily handle this situation because control conditions
apply to a single statement and in FLOWWARE control
conditions apply to a group of functions (many statements).
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Finally, parallel simulation in IDDAP was handled by
giving several statements, to be executed 1n parallel,
the same condition prefixes.

This method is incompatible

with the block structure of FLOWWARE.

Hence, to handle

the above problems, three additional statements were added
to the system:

.BEG.,

.BEN., and .CSP.

These state-

ments required only minor modifications to the translator and simulator of IDDAP.

Yet they solved the above

problems.
The .BEG. and

.~EN.

occur in pairs and are similar

to the DO/END block in PL/l.

The statements within

this block are the CDL type statements defined with the
function block of phase 2.

By blocking the functions in

this manner, a control condition can preface the .BEG.
statement and refer to the whole block.

The false

branch of conditional statement points to a

.CSP.

statement.
The .CSP. statement stands for
~ointer,"

name.

"~hange

~equence

and its format is .CSP. followed by an optional

If no name is specified the main sequence pointer

is used.

Since the IBM/360 cannot actually perform

parallel processing,

~he

parallel nature of the design

is simulated by allowing one path to execute until it
encounters a false control signal on .BEG. block, or
until it encounters a GO TO statement followed by a
statement.

.CSP.

At this time, the .CSP. statement is executed.

Therefore the .CSP. statement appears at the beginning
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of each parallel path.

The .CSP. statement saves the

address of the next statement to be executed in the
current path at the current sequence pointer.

Then the

current sequence pointer is updated such that the name
associated with the .CSP. statement
sequence pointer.

lS

used as the next

Execution continues with the statement

pointed to by the new sequence pointer.

These three

statements are generated internally by GDHS according to
the description supplied by the user.

Normally the user

would not use these statements explicitly.
The supervisory and error handling subroutines of
IDDAP were also modified.

The former required only the

addition of subroutine calls to GDHS.

The latter required

the addition of outputting the window and element coordinates as well as the phase and error message in the
format shown in figure 43 and explained in section IV.A.5.
2.

Tektronix Subroutine Package-Tekware
Tekware [35]

lS

a collection of subroutines written

in IBM/360 Assembler Language.

Tekware is used in place

of the I/0 routines originally written for IDDAP.

This

allows the Tektronix to be the I/0 device instead of the
IBM 2741 Terminal which was the original I/0 device.
3.

Graphics Data Handling Subroutines
There are five external procedures which handle the

input of graphics data, the building of interconnection
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lists, and the final translation to CDL type statements.
These are FLOWWAR, CONSH, SUCPREL, BLDPATH, and FLOTRAN.
a.

FLOWWAR
FLOWWAR is the routine which communicates with the

data link communications task of the NOVA program.

It

decodes the incoming commands and stores the data in the
proper arrays.

The format to the graphics element is

similar to that of the NOVA program except there are some
extra fields.

Figure 44 shows this format, with the names

used in the program.

The graphics element is a structure

[30] called GRA ELT.
The elements are maintained in double linked lists
[32,33] with FD LINK nad BK LINK serving as the forward

FD LINK

MAIN X

SEC X

TYPE

FRED

PPCNT

TRLFG

II
BK LINK

Figure 44.

MAIN Y

SEC Y

succ

Format of a Graphics Element

VARIDX

TXT PTR
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chain and back chain pointers respectively.

There are

two head elements and two tail elements, one set for
each phase called HEAD(PHASE) and TAIL(PHASE) respectively
(PHASE denotes the subscript as well as the phase).
The next four fields hold the coordinates of the
element.

These coordinates reflect the window in which

the element is located because the window coordinates
as supplied by the NOVA are used to cause a coordinate
axis change thru the Tekware Subroutine SCALE [35].

As

with the NOVA program, the main coordinates (MAIN_X and
MAIN Y) are the lower right hand corner of a rectangle
and the secondary coordinates (SEC X and SEC Y) are
the upper left hand corner.
The TYPE field is the type of the element as sent
from the NOVA.

The TXT PTR field is a pointer to the

first element of the text list where the text associated
with the element is stored.
linked list.

The text list is a forward

The remaining fields are initialized to

zero but not used by FLOWWAR.

The field TRLFG is used by

the other subroutines to denote when an element has been
translated, or when the subroutine has completed its work
on this element.

The remaining fields will be explained

in the following sections.
This double linked list

lS

maintained in an order

such that the first element has the lowest main Y coordinate.

In the event of equal Y coordinates, the main X

coordinate is used such that the lowest coordinate is
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first and the highest coordinate

lS

last.

This ordering

of elements prevents the whole list from being searched
1n the event an element is not there (CONSH subroutine).
Also this ordering is useful in the BLDPATH subroutine.
The internal subroutine SEARCH in FLOWWAR maintains the
order of this double linked list.
FLOWWAR also decodes the delete D and update U
commands sent by the NOVA.

In the former case, a search

by CONSH is made to find the element and then the element
and text are deleted.

In the latter case, a search is

also made by CONSH but in this case only the text is
deleted and the new text is inserted.

Finally, when the

command A is decoded, FLOWWARE returns control to the
supervisor which calls the other suboutines listed in
the following sections.
b.

CONSH
The subroutine CONSH, connection

~earch,

is used to

search the element list for a particular element.

The

coordinates of some point are arguments to the subroutine.
The subroutine searches the list until it finds the
element 1n which this point resides.

A third argument

is used to denote an element to be ignored if it is found
and continue the search for another element.

This is

necessary because the elements do overlap partially.

In

the event that the element does not exist, it is only
necessary to search the list until the main Y coordinate
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of some element in the list exceeds the Y coordinate of
the point.
c.

SUCPREL
This subroutine SUCPREL builds the successor and

predecessor lists of each element.

Because the information

flow connector, the control flow line, and the go-to line
have a direction associated with them, it is assumed that
data or control information moves in the direction of the
arrow.

Collectively the three elements above will be

referred to as arrows.

By definition, the main element

is that element for which the successor/predecessor lists
are being built.

A successor element to the main element

is any element next in line when moving in the direction
of the arrows.

Similarly a predecessor element to the

main element is the previous element when moving in the
direct opposite to the arrows' direction.
have many successors or predecessors.

An element may

The successors

and predecessors are maintained in a link list with the
SUCC field and the PRED field of the maln element (figure
44), serving as headers for each list respectively.
The method of building these lists is to use the
head and tail points of the arrows and search, using
CONSH, for a connection with another element.
fields are updated.

Then the

This subroutine builds the overall,

general structure of the graphics layout for each phase.
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d.

BLDPATH
The subroutine BLDPATH uses the successor and

predecessors lists built by SUCPREL to interconnect the
elements into distinct paths.

A path is defined to begin

at a start block, an element which has no predecessors,
or an element whose predecessor 1s an element of another
path.

A path is defined to end at an end block, a ter-

minate block, an element which has no successors, an
element whose successor is a member of some other path,
or an element already encountered in the same path.

A

path, by definition, excludes all control signals and
control flow lines because these must be handled separately.

Each path is distinct and does not overlap on

some other path.
The FD LINK and BK LINK fields of the element are
modified such that the first element of the list is the
first element in a path and the last element is the end
of the path.

The first path is pointed to by the STARTBL.

In phase one this is an arbitrary path but 1n phase two,
this is the path with the start block 1n it.

The starting

points of additional paths are stored 1n an array called
NEXTPAT.NXTPATH along with the type of the path (NEXTPAT.NXTPTYP).

There are two types of paths:

or a normal path.

a parallel path

A parallel path arises from the con-

ditions shown in figure 45 where two arrows (information
flow lines or go-to lines) exit from the same point.

A
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(a)

Figure 45.

(b)

Parallel Paths

(a) Phase l

normal path is any other path.

(b) Phase 2

For example in phase one,

normal paths are defined when non-interconnecting paths
are specified.

In phase two, additional normal paths are

defined when a decision block is used.
Control signals and control lines are handled
separately because they regulate the paths but are not
part of a path.

The FRED and SUCC fields of the element

control block are now modified to point to the control
elements.

Also the exact information entered into the

arrays depends upon the phase.

Phase one requires more

information than phase two.
In phase two, the only information needed lS the
name of the control signal.

Hence the control flow lines

are traced through the successor/predecessor lists back
to the control signal element.

The control lines are

reconnected ln a linked list using the FD_LINK and BK_LINK
fields such that all control flow lines that originate
from the same control signal element are connected
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together.

Then the VARIDX field of each control flow

line is updated to point to this control element.

In

general the VARIDX is used to point to the element whose
variable name is to be used for referencing.

Information

flow and go-to lines are updated also, such that a common name can be used for all lines that are connected
together.

For some elements such as a function block,

the VARIDX field points to the element itself because the
name of the element is defined in the text associated with
the element.
In both phases, the PRED field changes meaning after
BLDPATH completes execution.

At this time, the field

is a pointer to a linked list of control signals connected
to this element and which serve as conditional flags on
this element.

This linked list uses the PRED field as

the forward chain pointer.

This linked list of control

lines points to different control signal names whereas
the previous linked list (using FD LINK and BK LINK)
interconnects all control lines which have the same
signal name.

In phase two only, the control line element

is linked to the element regulated by the control signal
by modifying the SUCC field.
In order to connect different paths, BLDPATH sets
the PPCNT field of the element.

The PPCNT field's use

is dependent on the type of the element.

If the element

is a decision block then this field points to the alternate path of the decision.

This could be either the true
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or false branch.

The translator subroutine FLOTRAN

decodes which path it is.

The other 1s the normal path

linked together with the FD_LINK and BK LINK fields.
If the element is a go-to line and the PPCNT field is
greater than or equal to one thousand, than the element
is the destination of another go-to line.

Also the

PPCNT field modulo 1000 is the number of parallel paths
(n) originating from this element.

This informs the

FLOTRAN to access the NEXTPAT structure n times.
e.

FLOTRAN
FLOTRAN converts the graphics description output

of BLDPATH into CDL type source statements which serve
as input to the translator of IDDAP.

This routine

decodes the type of the element and then generates the
appropriate source statements depending upon the phase.
Phase one source statements are relatively easy to
generate if there are no control signals or lines.

In

this case a prefix mnemonic is added to the beginning
of the text associated with the element.

For example

registers are prefixed with .REG., memories with .MEM.,
and function blocks with .NET.

This is very similar to

the procedure used to define elements in the orginal
IDDAP except that now the computer performs this function.
In the event that control signals and lines are
specified, this routine builds a network, with the name
of the control signal, to accomplish the register transfers
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designated.

This is done by tracing through the paths

to find the register names and the direction of information flow.
The control flow phase is translated by starting
at the beginning of the path pointed to by STARTBL.

This

is traced from beginning to end using the link pointers
and translating the elements to the proper statements as
they are encountered.

The start block generates no

statements and is used only to denote the beginning of
the main path.

The terminate block generates a GO TO

SYSOOOOO statement which transfers control to the .END.
statement which denotes the end point of the description
and halts the simulation when it is encountered.

The end

block generates the code necessary to allow parallel
simulation of other paths to proceed.
The function block, when decoded, encloses the
text associated with the block with .BEG./.BEN. statements
with necessary control conditions prefixing the .BEG.
statement.
The decision block generates an IF boolean expression THEN GO TO name type statement where the boolean
expression

lS

the element.

the control signal or text associated with
The name is some internally generated .LABEL.

The .LABEL. statement will be generated when the element
with the proper PPCNT field is encountered.
Most go-to lines generate no statements since
statements are executed in the order of their occurence.
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However, control lines are attached to go-to lines and
as these are encountered, the control signal names are
ANDed together and saved until they are prefixed to the
beginning of some statement, usually a

.BEG. statement.

The PRED field is used to find the control signals.

In

some cases, GO TO statements are generated when control
is transferred to some previously translated path (this
may be the current path being translated).

The SUCC

field is used to denote the destination element.
Each parallel path is begun with the

.CSP. statement.

The name associated with this statement is internally
generated.

A normal path usually begins with a

.LABEL.

statement because it is the destination of some GO TO
statement.

The PPCNT field is used to make this decision.

The NXTPATH stack is used to fetch the next path
When this stack is emptied, the

to be translated.

translation is complete except for four statements,
three of which are optional.
a

If an end block was specified,

.LABEL. statement is generated to allow simulation to

continue if there are parallel paths.
parallel paths, then a final

If there are

.CSP. statement is generated

to allow the simulation to proceed back to simulating
the first path.

If the terminate block was specified, a

.LABEL. SYSOOOOO

lS

description is

generated.

The last statement of the

.END. and is always generated.
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V.

USE OF FLOWWARE

This section will present some simple examples using
FLOWWARE.

The major emphasis will be on the input lan-

guage rather than the output of the simulator since Crall's
dissertation [15] explains the output format.

As already

mentioned, figure 1 is an example of an up/down counter.
Figure 46 presents an example using control signals,
a decision block, and a parallel path.

Figure 46(a)

presents the register layout and figure 46(b) presents
the control flow.

This example performs certain register

transfers depending upon the state of the control signals
specified.

In particular, if the signals Y and C are a

logic one, then the register transfers B to A and D to B
take place.

Also the parallel path which performs the

transfer J to F should take place except for the fact that
the terminate block halts the simulation before this can
occur .

Figure 47 shows the CDL statements generated by

this description.

If the terminate block is replaced

with an end block, then the transfer J to F takes place.
Also if C is false and Z is true, the transfer E to B
will take place instead of the transfer D to B.
if Y is false, no transfers will occur.
no practical purpose.

Finally

This example has

It was generated to show some of

the uses and limitations of FLOWWARE.
Now consider the digital network shown in figure 48.
The problem is to add register A to B or to subtract B
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D(l2)

J(l2)

z

y

c

(a) Register Layout Phase

Y

START

I

L------

:A=B

z
:F=J

~-------

:B=D

(b) Control Flow Phase
Figure 46.

Example Description

:B=E
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.REG. A(l2)
. REG. B ( 12)
.REG. C
.REG. D(l2)
.REG. E(l2)
.REG. F(l2)
.REG. J(l2)
.REG. Y
.REG. Z
.REG. SYS00001(31)
:SYSOOOOl=O
Y: . BEG.
:A=B
.BEN.
:IF -(C) THEN GO TO SYS00002
Y: . BEG.
:B=D
.BEN .
. LAB.SYS00003
:GO TO SYSOOOOO
.LAB.SYS00002
Z: • BEG.
:B=E
.BEN.
:GO TO SYS00003
.CSP.SYSOOOOl
Y: . BEG.
:F=J
.BEN .
. CSP .
. LAB. SYSOOOOO
.END.
Figure 47.

from A.

CDL Description as Built by FLOWWARE

In both cases the result lS to be transferred to

register A.

The control signal C lS to be used to deter-

mlne whether addition or subtraction lS to be performed.
If C is true, perform the addition.

Figure 48(a) shows

the register layout with signals AD and SB controlling
the addition and subtraction respectively.

Figure 48(b)

shows the control flow where the signal C is tested.
In figure 49, the fetch and execution of a LOAD
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f4=J

-.k_ _ _ _ _ _ _

QP

_ _ _ _ _ _ _jl

c

(a) Register Layout Phase

:DO AD

(b) Control Flow Phase

Figure 48.

Addition/Subtraction Network

:DO SB
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RQ(3)

P(6)
M(6,8)

MAR(4)

RI=R(l-3)

(a) Phase l or Information Flow Phase
START

ITl''~Ql

IT3 ,·~o1l
~-~~.-~-

:

------~

I

:MAR=P
:P=P.COUNT.l

:K=K.COUNT.l

~------:R=M(MAR)
: RQ=l
T4
I

I

ITO";Q21
I

---~'

--------~

:RQ=2
:MAR=R( 4-6)

IT7''~Q21
I

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __jt

(b) Phase 2 or Control
Flow Phase
Figure 49.

Fetch and Execution of an Instruction
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ACCUMULATOR (register A) instruction for a small computer
is shown.

It is assumed that direct addressing is used

and that the six bit computer word is divided in half
with three bits for the operation code and three bits
for the address.

Register P is the program counter,

R is the instruction decode register, RI is the operation
code subregister, T is the decode of the clock counter
K, and Q is the decode of a control register RQ.

When

RQ=l, the computer is in the instruction fetch cycle.
When RQ=2, it is in the instruction execution cycle.
operation code for the LOAD ACCUMULATOR is zero.

The

The

register layout is shown in figure 49(a) and the control
flow is shown in figure 49(b).

Notice the use of the

decode block in both phases as well as the use of control
signals.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

By means of its implementation on the UMR computer
system, FLOWWARE has shown itself to be a useful tool in
the process of digital design.

FLOWWARE has the flex-

ibility needed to meet a diversity of user demands while
still retaining the structural ordering necessary to
insure logical consistency within any one description.
Its similarity to flow charting, its pictorial nature,
its ease of use, and its interactive qualities combine
to produce a language which solves the problems present
in most text oriented languages, the problems of comprehension and readibility.
FLOWWARE has been designed for user conven1ence.
The user is relieved of the burdens of drawing the
elements and typing long command lines when single letters
will suffice.

The interactive nature of FLOWWARE permits

the user to obtain his results immediately.

Thus, all

elements and all interconnections between elements are
clearly visible.

Simulation allows the user to see the

network "work" under a variety of input conditions.
Text and element editing permits modifications to a
description.
Some of the limitations 1n the System/360 program
of FLOWWARE are the relatively long execution times,
the large core block required, the overlay structure,
and the time required to initiate this program.

The
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use of a minicomputer partially overcame these problems.
Since the minicomputer draws the elements and provides
for local editing, the System/360 program does not perform
these functions.

This saved both execution time and core.

The feature of off-line description building allowed
the time necessary to initiate the System/360 program
to be used for constructive purposes.

The overlay struc-

ture was found necessary to keep the core requirements
to an acceptable value.
Finally, FLOWWARE is limited to systems that can
be described by register transfer statements.

It is not

very well suited for the specification of asynchronous
sequential circuits.

However, it is very useful to

describe synchronous circuits where timing can be explicitly or implicitly specified.

Also it can be

us~d

to

describe circuits where completion signals are generated
to initiate the next operation.
Further research in the area of this dissertation
includes:
1) Development of a description for the NOVA computer
using FLOWWARE to be used for classroom work;
2) Expansion of the output capabilities of the
FLOWWARE simulator;
3) Automatic translation of an existing design in
another register transfer language to a FLOWWARE
description.
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